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The nature of equations and the equations of nature
Sana Jahedi∗and James A. Yorke†
Abstract
For a system of N equations in N unknowns, F (X) = C, we say a solution X is
robust if for all C ′ sufficiently close to C, there exists a solution of F (X ′) = C ′. We
write F (X) =
(
f1(X), . . . , fN (X)
)
and X = (x1, . . . , xN ). We restrict the coordinate
functions fi so that they depend only on certain of the xj ’s. Which set of dependencies
allow robust solutions to exist has been well understood when F is linear. Define the
“structure” graph G(F ) with N nodes with an edge from node j to node i if fi is
allowed to depend upon xj. For some such graphs G, there are no robust solutions for
any F for which G = G(F ).
We adopt a simple “cycle-covering” criterion from linear systems theory and extend
its use to all C1 functions and piecewise−C1 functions. We show the following. (1)
If the nonlinear system F (X) = C has a robust solution, then its graph G(F ) must
be cycle coverable. (2) If a graph G is cycle coverable, then “almost every” F with
G(F ) = G has robust solutions. (3) For a large class of functions F , such as when
each fi is polynomial of the xj ’s – or even when each fi is a ratio of such polynomials
– if there is one robust solution, then almost every solution for any C is robust. There
are many networks in nature to which these ideas might apply. For instance; social,
neural, transportation, energy flows, electrical and ecological. As an application, here
we focus on ecological networks.
Keywords: structure systems; nonlinear systems; robust solutions; missing links; link prediction;
complex networks; generic rank; prevalence; dilation
1 Introduction
Our understanding of the structure of complex networks is inadequate in many areas. We need tools
to explain why some networks are robust to perturbations, but some are vulnerable. Differential
equations and graph theory has been used as ubiquitous tools by scientists in the studying a
vast group of networks[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Even though there is an extensive literature available on
studying linear system of equations using graphs and matrices, the interactions between community
members in most cases are nonlinear. In the following, first we will recall some known terminology
of graph theory and then we will relate it to system of equations. We report here some criteria for
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guaranteeing when a system of equations has a “robust” solution. A robust solution is a solution
of Eq. 1 which exists despite any tiny changes in any constants appearing in the Eq. 1,
F (X) = C. (1)
where X = (x1, . . . , xN ), F (X) =
(
f1(X), . . . , fN (X)
)
and C = (c1, . . . , cN ). Throughout this
paper F is a continuously differentiable function (i.e., it is C1) on some open region in RN . Al-
ternatively, we can assume the equations and variables are complex valued. Then RN is replaced
everywhere by CN , and the results of this paper remain true.
Note that not all the fi’s in the system of equations in Fig. 1(a) are allowed to depend on all the
xj’s. For example, f1 depends on x2, x3, and x4 but not x1. We call such a system a structured
system: we are told of the dependencies that are allowed, and we must consider all such smooth
systems. Such structured systems are common in linear control theory and in other fields[7, 8].
These restrictions can be visualized graphically by assigning a graph to the equation. In the graph
Fig. 1(c) there is one node for each equation of the system in Fig. 1(a). There is an edge from node
j to node i if fi is allowed to depend on the xj.
f1(x2, x3,x4) = c1
f2(x1, x2, x3, x4) = c2
f3(x2) = c3
f4(x2,x3) = c4
(a)
1
23 4
(b) (c)
S :=


0 f12 f13 f14
f21 f22 f23 f24
0 f32 0 0
0 f42 f43 0


Figure 1: A robust structured system of equations (a) with its structure matrix
(b) and its directed graph (c). This figure represents a family of systems. The equations
show which xj each fi is allowed to depend on. Hence the form f1(x2, x3, x4) means f1 cannot
depend upon x1, and it may or may not depend on x2, x3, and x4. Almost every system of
this form will have “robust” solutions for an open set of C values; see Sec. 2. The matrix
S in (b) is an alternative representation of the information in (a); whenever fi is allowed
to depend on xj in (a), there is a variable fij with an unassigned value in S in (b) and
there is an edge from node j to node i in (c). The shaded fij in (b) and shaded edges (red
in the online version) in (c) constitute a cycle (1) → (2) → (3) → (4) → (1) that passes
through all nodes in the graph. Hence the graph is “cycle coverable”, which is defined in the
Introduction. If any of the shaded edges in (c) is eliminated, the corresponding graph will
not be cycle coverable and there cannot be any robust solutions for any C. The rest of the
edges are inconsequential.
We give a simple criterion, that the graph must be “cycle coverable”, that completely de-
scribes which graphs represent systems that can have “robust” solutions. A cycle is a path in a
graph that follows directed edges which starts and ends at the same node, with no node occurring
more than once. Two cycles are disjoint if they have no nodes in common. We say a graph G has
a cycle cover or is cycle coverable if there is a collection of pairwise disjoint cycles that together
cover all the nodes. For example the graph in Fig. 1(c) is an example of a cycle coverable graph
while the graph in Fig. 2(c) is not. For basic references on the graph theory refer to [9, 10, 11].
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f1(x2) = c1
f2(x1, x2, x3) = c2
f3(x2) = c3
(a)
1 2 3
(b) (c)
S :=


0 f12 0
f21 f22 f23
0 f32 0


Figure 2: A fragile system of equations motivated by Competitive Exclusion Prin-
ciple. Systems of this form cannot have a robust solution. This situation is discussed in
much greater detail in Sec. 6. The graph is not cycle coverable (see text), and the deter-
minant of S is 0 for all choices of values for the five unspecified fij ’s in S. The coloring
of (c) illustrates a “bottleneck”, the obstruction that prevents the graph from being cycle
coverable; see Sec. 3. The “bottle” nodes 1 and 3 are blue and the “neck” node 2 is red here
and throughout the paper.
Recognizing all the community connections in a complex network is not always possible[12,
13]. For example considering protein-protein interaction networks, gene regularity networks, or
metabolism networks not all the connections are known [14]. Therefore, when modeling interactions
in a complex network we might face their corresponding graphs are not cycle coverable even though
we know from experiment that those networks are robust, which suggest that there are some
connections in the community which have not been captured well, in other words there are some
missing links. This motivated us to investigate what we call bottlenecks (or “dilations” in control
theory[15, 16, 17, 18]).
Bottlenecks are specific subgraphs that prevent cycle coverage. We thus have another goal:
finding the bottlenecks and determining which new added edges to the graph can alleviate the
bottleneck. We introduce the concept of bottleneck nodes, the nodes whose shortage of edges make
a graph fragile. To identify bottleneck nodes we propose a method in which we use structure
matrix of a graph. The structure matrix S = (fij) of a graph is a matrix where the entry fij is
set to 0 if there is no edge from node j to node i; otherwise it is unspecified.
For any graph, almost every choice of entries fij in its structure matrix gives a matrix with
same rank. That rank r is called the generic rank of the structure matrix of the graph.
It is well known that a graph of a linear system is cycle coverable if and only if the generic rank
of its structure matrix is N (the same as the number of nodes) [10, 19]. However, this fact does
not tell us which nodes are the key nodes or which edges are the key connections in the robustness
of the graph. The 4 × 4 matrix in Fig. 1(b) has rank 4 since it has determinant which is non-0
for almost every choice of the four numbers in the product. It is independent of the remaining
6 unspecified numbers. If a graph is not cycle coverable, what is the smallest number of edges
that must be added and where must they be to make a fragile structure robust? We answer these
questions in sections 3 and 4.
2 Robust Solutions
The function F in Eq. 1 may depend continuously on additional parameters Cˆ in addition to the
constants C. Consider the continuously differentiable system of N equations in N unknowns,
F (X, Cˆ) = C. (2)
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where C and X are in RN and Cˆ = (cN+1, cN+2, . . . , cN∗) for some N
∗. If X0 is a robust solution
for some C0 and some Cˆ0, then a solution always exists for all sufficiently small changes in C.
The matrix DF (X) =
(
∂fi
∂xj
(X)
)
denotes the Jacobian of F at X. If detDF (X0) 6= 0, then the
Implicit Function Theorem says that a solution always exists for sufficiently small changes in both
C and Cˆ. The reader may imagine any number of parameters that are free to vary. We leave it to
the reader to remember that F can depend on additional parameters.
The nonsingularity of the Jacobian matrix at a point X is a sufficient condition for robustness
of X, but not necessary. For example, for the scalar equation x3 = c, the solution x = 0 for c = 0
is robust even though its derivative is 0.
A solution X0 of Eq. 1 is called linearly robust if detDF (X0) 6= 0. We say F is robust if
for some C there is a robust solution X. If there is no X at which F is robust, we say F is fragile.
We say F is densely robust if F is robust for an open dense set of its domain. If F is robust on
a countable dense set {Xi}, then Sard’s Theorem (below) implies it is linearly robust on a dense
set of X and the dense set is open since detDF (X) is continuous.
Write G(F ) for the (structure) graph associated with F in Eq. 1; it has N nodes, and it has
a (directed) edge from the jth node to the ith, written as j → i, precisely when fi depends on xj.
Assumption. Throughout this paper we assume each graph has N nodes, and each node has
an outgoing edge and an incoming edge. Furthermore, there is at most one edge between any pair
of nodes.
When something, either a solution, or a function, or a graph, is not robust, we say it is fragile.
For some examples of robust and fragile networks refer to Fig. 3.
We say F respects (the structure of) a graph G and write F ∈ F(G) if G and G(F ) have
the same number of nodes and G(F ) is a subgraph of G. That is, G has an edge j → i whenever
fi depends on xj , and G may have additional edges. F(G) represents the set of functions that
respect G. For example, the identically 0 function respects every graph.
In part (I) of the next theorem, “almost every” is meant in the sense of “prevalence” which is
described after the theorem.
Theorem 1. Cycle Covering Theorem (CCT).
(I) If a graph G is cycle coverable, then almost every F ∈ F(G) is densely robust.
(II) If F is C1 and G(F ) is not cycle coverable, then for almost every C, Eq. 1 has no
solutions.
Perhaps this might be called the Fundamental Theorem of Structured Systems.
Part (II) of Thm. 1 is an application of our Bottleneck Lemma, so we postpone its proof. It is
in the Appendix. The concept of “prevalence” is a replacement for infinite dimensional spaces of
the concept “almost everywhere” for finite dimensional spaces [20].
Let V be a real topological vector space and let S be a Borel-measurable subset of V. In
particular both open and closed sets are Borel sets and they are the cases we encounter here. S is
said to be prevalent if there exists a finite-dimensional subspace P of V, such that for all v ∈ V,
for almost every p in P, v + p ∈ S. [21, 22].
First some notation. Let L(G) be the space of linear functions (or matrices) that respect G.
Notice that L(G) is a finite dimensional subspace of F(G).
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(a)
1 2
✓
(b)
1 3 5
2 4
✗
(c)
✗✗✗
(d)
Figure 3: Our color use for graphs. In each figure, a green checkmark above a graph
indicates it is robust, i.e., it can have a robust steady state or solution for some choices
of F that respect the graph. A red X-mark indicates that no F that respects the graph
has a robust steady state. The number of X-marks is the minimum number of edges that
must be added before the graph can be robust. The three X-marks in (d) mean there is a
3-bottleneck. As mentioned in Fig. 1, when there is a bottleneck, the bottle nodes are blue
and the red nodes are the neck. Whenever possible, the reader should imagine these graphs
as part of a larger network.
Proof of part (I) of theorem 1. Assume G is a cycle coverable graph. Then almost every
(in the sense of Lebesgue measure) matrix in L(G) is nonsingular[7, 19].
For any X, let P (X) be the set of F in F(G) that are linearly robust at X. Notice that P (X)
is an open set. To show that P (X) is prevalent, it suffices to show that for every F ∈ F(G) and for
almost every A ∈ L(G), we have F +A ∈ P (X). If F ∈ F(G) and A ∈ L(G), then F +A ∈ F(G).
Then D[F +A](X) = DF (X)+A is in L(G) and is nonsingular for almost every A ∈ L(G). Hence
P (X) is prevalent for every X.
Let Xn for n = 1, 2, 3, · · · be a dense set in the domain of F . Define the set M(X) to be the
set of A ∈ L(G) for which D[F +A](X) is non-singular. Since each P (Xn) is prevalent for each n,
M(Xn) has full measure.
For any F ∈ V,M is a set of full measure. From measure theory, the intersection of a countable
number of full measure sets has full measure. Hence the set of F that are non singular at every Xn
is Prevalent. Notice that for each such F , DF will be nonsingular on an open set that includes a
neighborhood of each of the Xn. Hence almost every F is nonsingular on an open dense set.
3 Bottlenecks and a shortage of edges
To demonstrate that a graph is cycle coverable, it is sufficient to find a covering. Many graphs are
not cycle coverable. Here we introduce a criterion for identifying these. Let B be a set of nodes in
graph G.
The forward set of B, denoted by B→, is the set of all nodes g in G for which there is an
edge starting at a node in B and ending at g.
The backward set of B, denoted by B←, is the set of all nodes g in G for which there is an
edge starting at g and ending at a node in B.
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Write #(M) for the number of nodes in a set M.
For k > 0, we say a pair of sets of nodes B and B→ (B←) is a (k)-forward (or -backward)
bottleneck if B has exactly k nodes more than B→ (or more than B←, respectively).
We refer to B as the bottle (and usually color its nodes blue) and B→ (or B←, resp.) as the
neck (usually colored red). For simplicity we sometimes refer to the nodes in B as bottleneck
nodes. The word “BottlenecK” connects the B in bottle to the K in neck. Some nodes can be in
both the bottle and the neck. These nodes are colored half blue and half red as in Fig. 5b. When
all edges are bi-directional, “backward” and “forward” bottlenecks are the same.
A system that has a bottleneck will sometimes have many. For each bottle B we call ker(B)
= #(B) −#(B→) the kernel dimension of B. Considering all bottles B, denote the maximum
value of ker(B) by kmax. Figure 4(a) has a forward 6-bottleneck whose bottle B consists of the 12
blue nodes. It can be split in two, with one bottle being nodes 16 and 17 and the other being B′,
the remaining 10 nodes. Within B′, there is a bottle consisting of nodes 41,42, and 43 and another
consisting of 45,46, and 47. In contrast Figure 4(b) has many more edges from blue nodes to red
so that while B is still the bottle of a 6-bottleneck, it has no subsets that are bottles.
We can say that B is a max bottle if ker(B) = kmax.
Of those sets B whose kernel is kmax, there is a B with the fewest or minimum number of nodes.
It is unique. We can call it the minimax bottle: the maximum k using the minimum number
of nodes since it is both mini and max. In the proof of our Bottleneck Lemma, the bottle B we
construct is the minimax bottle. In Fig. 4(a) the blue nodes are a bottle of a 6-bottleneck. Adding
node 11 to B creates a bigger bottle of a 6-bottleneck that is not a minimax bottle. Adding node
11 is not useful. It is an illustration of a non max bottle. Our “Bottleneck Lemma” below is a key
to why some systems have no robust solutions.
Because the forward and backward bottles play such similar roles, we generally only refer to the
forward bottles to avoid repetition. A forward bottleneck for a matrix M is a backward bottleneck
for the transpose ofM . They have the same graph except that the direction of each edge is reversed.
Bottleneck Lemma. A graph G is cycle coverable if and only if there is no (forward) bottleneck.
Proof. To show that the existence of a bottleneck implies there is no cycle covering, assume
there is a bottleneck, B and B→. Consider any collection of disjoint cycles (which might not be
a covering). Whenever a cycle has a node in the bottle B of the bottleneck, the next node on
the cycle must be in the neck, B→. Hence there be at least as many neck nodes as bottle nodes.
But there are more bottle nodes than neck nodes. Therefore the collection of cycles cannot be a
covering.
Now assume G is not cycle coverable. We will prove there exists a bottleneck. Since G is not
cycle coverable, the structure matrix S associated with G is singular. Let r denote the generic
rank of the structure matrix S, where r < N . We will show there is a forward k-bottleneck where
k = N − r. By the symmetry of the argument there will also be a backward k-bottleneck.
Theorem 3.2 of Kang Li et al shows that for an N ×N structure matrix , the generic rank is r
if and only if there exists a set E of r edges bi → ci for i = 1, 2, · · · , r such that the bi are distinct
and the ci are distinct, and furthermore there is no such set of r+1 edges. S is singular if and only
if r < N.
We write Eleft = {bi} and Eright = {ci} for the sets of left and right ends of the edges in E, and
N for the set of all nodes. Define B0:= N −Eleft to be the set of k = N − r nodes that are not in
Eleft.
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Each b∗ in B0 has one or more edges b
∗ → c∗ for some c∗. All such c∗ must be in Eright since
otherwise b∗ → c∗ would be an r + 1st edge in E. We will define an increasing set of Bj .
For any set A of nodes, let Left(A) be the set of left ends for the edges in E whose right end
is in A. We now define Rj and Bj+1 iteratively. Define for j ≥ 0,
Rj+1 = B
→
j ,
Bj+1 = B0 ∪ Left(Rj+1).
We claim that each Rj is a subset of Eright for all j ≥ 0. Suppose otherwise. Let j∗ ≥ 0 be the
smallest j for which Rj∗+1 is not a subset of Eright. Then there is some node rj∗+1 ∈ Rj∗+1 that is
not in Eright. There is bj∗ ∈ Bj∗ that has an edge bj∗ → rj∗+1.
If j∗ = 0, then bj∗ → rj∗+1 is an edge in the graph, neither of whose ends are in Eleft and Eright.
Hence it can be added to E. But E was chosen as large as possible. Hence j∗ > 0.
By definition of Bjs for j ≥ 1, there is an edge bj∗ → rj∗ in E. In particular, rj∗ is in Rj∗.
Hence there is a node that we will call bj∗−1 in Bj∗−1. Repeating this procedure yields a zig-zag
path from rj∗+1 back to some node b0 in B0, yielding zig-zag path of 2j ∗ +1 edges in which the
directions → and ← alternate:
b0 → r1; r1 ← b1; b1 → r2; · · · ; rj∗ ← bj∗; bj∗ → rj∗+1
The j backward bi → ri edges of this path are all in E. Let E
′ be the collection of edges in E
except that we remove the j edges bi → ri from E and substitute the remaining j + 1 edges
b0 → r1, b1 → r2, · · · , bj → y,
Now we have a set E′ of r+1 edges with distinct left ends and distinct right ends, which contradicts
the definition of r. Hence there is no such j∗, proving the claim.
Therefore, the increasing sequence Bi eventually stops increasing as do the Ri. Define B to be
the largest Bi and define R to be the final and largest Ri. Then B = B0 ∪ Left(R). Since B0 has
k nodes, B has k more nodes than R, and B→ = R. So B is the bottle and R is the neck of a
k-bottleneck.
Existence of a forward k-bottleneck means the system can be made robust if k edges are carefully
added, edges b→ c where b is a node in B and c /∈ B→. The edges must be added so that B and
B→ have equal numbers of nodes.
This demonstration that there is bottleneck does not make it easy to find the bottle. For
example we have not told how to find the set E of edges.
The next section will provide a simple-to-code approach for finding the bottle B.
4 Identifying bottleneck nodes
Finding out where a bottleneck is located or which species are included in a bottleneck is not always
straightforward. Next result will help us to exactly locate the bottleneck.
Definition 1. A vector V is called a null-vector for the graph if it is an eigenvector corresponding
to zero eigenvalue of the structure matrix associated with the graph.
Node i is called a null node if there exists a null-vector V = (vk)
n
k=1 such that vi 6= 0. For a
graph G, we write Null(G) for the dimension of the null space of the structure matrix of the graph.
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Theorem 2. Let Bnull be the set of null nodes of a graph. Then the pair Bnull and B
→
null is the
forward minimax bottleneck.
Another remarkable result is that the pair of sets Bnull and B
→
null is a Null(G)-forward bottle-
neck.
We leave it to the reader to show that for every node b of the minimax bottle, there is a null
vector whose b coordinate is non-zero.
Next an example is provided to show how Thm. 2 helps us to find bottleneck using simple
commands.
This is a simple example to show how to use Thm. 2 to find out the bottlenecks. This example is done for the network
represented in fig 3c.
In Matlab
syms ’f%d%d’ [5 5] % write this to define free parameters
S=[0, f12, 0, f14, 0; f21, f22, f23, 0, f25; 0, f32, 0, f34, 0; f41, 0, f43, f44, f45; 0, f52, 0, f54, 0];
null(S) % This command calculates the basis for null space of S
In Maple
with(LinearAlgebra):#call linear algebra package
S=Matrix(5,5,[0,f12,0,f14,0,f21,f22,f23,0,f25,0,f32,0,f34,0,f41,0,f43,f44,f45,0,f52,0,f54,0]):# type your matrix
NullSpace(S) # this command calculates the basis for null space of S
output:




−
f23f45−f24f34
f14f23−f34f21
0
−
f14f24−f45f21
f14f23−f34f21
0
1




The result declares that null space is one dimensional. Therefore, there exists a one-bottleneck. The nodes 1,3 and 5
are the bottle of the bottleneck, notice components 1,3 and 5 of the null-vector can be nonzero.
5 What bottlenecks tell us about equations
The set of all solutions {(X,C)} of {X : F (X) = C} is a nonlinear copy of RN because it can be
written as {(X,F (X)) : X ∈ RN}. But what does that tell us about the set {X : F (X) = C} for
each fixed C?
When there is a cycle covering, for almost every C, if there is a solution of F (X) = C, each such
X is isolated. For example in the 1-dimensional equation sin(x) = c, there are robust (isolated)
solutions for −1 < c < +1.
When there is a bottleneck, the system can be split into parts, one part of which is overly
determined so there are usually no solutions. Another part is under-determined. If the first part
has a solution, we can expect the second part to have surfaces of solutions. (There can be a third
part which is has isolated solutions.)
Backward bottlenecks. Suppose a graph of equations has a backward bottleneck where the
bottle B has n+ k nodes and the neck K = B← has n. If n = k = 1, we can number the nodes in
B as 1 and 2 and the only node in K as 3. All edges coming to the bottle B must come from the
single node of K. The equations then are restricted to the form.
f1(x3) = c1, (3)
f2(x3) = c2, (4)
fi(x1, . . . , xN ) = ci for i = 3, . . . , N (5)
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The variable x3 is over-determined (more equations than variables), and the others are under-
determined.
As we vary x3 we get a path in R
2. Almost all (c1, c2) are not on the path and therefore have
no solutions.
But suppose we choose (c1, c2) on the path so that there is a solution, x3. Insert this fixed
value into the remaining equations in (5), yielding N − k−n equations in N −n unknowns. Hence
there are k more variables than equations. Assuming now that F is very smooth, say C∞, Sard’s
Theorem says that for almost every choice of the remaining N − k − n ci’s, the selection of ci’s is
a regular value. For such a regular value, the solutions (if there are any) lie on a k-dimensional
smooth surface. In summary, in the case where there is no loop covering, there are almost no
choices of C for which there are solutions, but if C is chosen to be a special value where there is a
solution, then for almost all choices of the remaining ci, there is a k-dimensional surface of solutions
if there are any. This k-dimensional set of solutions came as one of the many surprises we had in
developing this theory.
Forward Bottlenecks. When there is a backward k-bottleneck, there is also a forward k-
bottleneck. If n = k = 1, we can renumber the equations and variables so that xN and xN−1
appear in only one equation, Eq. 7. Then the other N − 2 variables are required to satisfy N − 1
equations, which is over determined.
fi(x1, . . . , xN−2) = ci for i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1, (6)
fN (x1, x2, x3, . . . , xN ) = cN , (7)
6 Ecological networks
One of the key challenges ecologists confront today, is to understand how interactions between
species impact community structure, species coexistence, and biodiversity [23, 24, 25]. Ecologists
have attempted to respond to such questions by visualizing a complex ecological community as a
network [26, 27, 28], mathematically represented as a directed graph; see Figs. 2, and 4.
Our initial motivation for this investigation was to determine which ecological networks have
one or more robust steady-states (i.e., solutions). In most ecological networks each species may be
connected to, i.e., may be directly influenced by, many other species [29], though some of those
influences might be quite weak. There has been no general criterion in the ecological literature for
determining when a robust steady state exists.
Our results allow investigators to create “knock-out” versions of networks with many fewer links
to test the effect of adding or removing interactions, testing which network interactions have no
effect on the existence of robust steady states. Our results provide some answers.
When there are N species in an ecological network, their interactions can often be modeled as
1
xi
dxi
dt
= −ci + fi(x1, . . . , xN ), i = 1, 2, . . . , N (8)
where xi > 0 is the population density of the i
th species, ci is a constant, and fi(x1, . . . , xN )
expresses how the growth rate of the ith species depends upon the network[1].
We say X is a steady state if all species remain at a constant level, i.e., dxi
dt
= 0 for all i, so
X is a solution of Eq. 1.
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In a graph representing biological networks, each node represents a species. An arrow j → i
from species j to species i means species j “directly influences” the density of species i. Therefore
most edges are bi-directional. For example an edge which represents interactions between predator-
prey is bi-directional. The reader might be interested in what happens when some of the edges
are uni-directional. Our results cover all the cases. The mere presence or even the smell of a
top predator may have a major effect on prey species while the prey species has almost negligible
impact on the predator. Such situations could be modeled using uni-directional edges.
The Competitive Exclusion Principle (CEP) is a statement that two predators that don’t
interact directly with each other and depend on the same resource cannot coexist.
The Competitive Exclusion Principle asserts that if there are more predator species than re-
source species, then there is no robust steady state. This heuristic statement is easily criticized
as being unclear. To be precise we resort to a mathematical state. In other words, if they are
coexisting in a natural environment, then some other factor is involved and the ecologist may want
to figure out what that factor is. If the steady-state of the network has equations of the form in
Fig. 2(a), then there is no robust steady state. Figure 2(b) is a graphical equivalent of (a). We
now know that having no robust steady state is equivalent to saying (b) is not cycle coverable by
Thm. 1.
In his paper [30] on CEP, ecologist S. A. Levin described a biological network that has the
graph (b) where there is only one predator, species (or node) 2, that is shared by two prey species,
species 1 and 3. He found again there can be no robust steady state. The equations and graphs are
the same for Levin’s case and the CEP. The cases are different however. If species i is a predator
and j is a prey, increasing the prey will increase the predator, i.e. fij =
∂fi
∂xj
(X) > 0, but increasing
predator will decrease the prey, that is fji =
∂fj
∂xi
(X) < 0. Hence for the CEP, f12 and f32 are
positive while f21 and f23 are negative. For Levin’s case, the signs are reversed.
We can extend Levins insight instead to every graph including those that are robust. Every
edge can be assigned a sign, positive or negative, and each choice for all the edges yields different
biology.
For this fragile graph 2, there are additional possibilities. Two of the species 1 and 2 might be
mutualistic, with both terms positive, or antagonistic with both negative. Every choice of positive
(+) and negative (-) is a case where there is no robust steady state. There are 10 different choices
of these terms if we equate cases that are left-right symmetric. We leave the possible choices for
the term f22 to the reader.
S =


0 ± 0
± ± ±
0 ± 0


Substantial research aims at discovering what stabilizes ecological networks. Some have found
ways to promote robustness[31, 32], but there is still a gap; is a web robust? Fig. 4a is “schematic
representation of an ecological graph” from Fig. 1 in Sole´ et al. [33] though they do not discuss
whether there are equilibria. We show their graph is fragile. Our methods show that there is a
6-species bottleneck.
Gross et al.[31] suggested two “universal” rules: Food-web stability is enhanced when (i) “species
at a high trophic level feed on multiple prey species”, and (ii) “species at an intermediate trophic
level are fed upon by multiple predator species.” Stability is hard to assess. Robert T. Paine
[34] showed that eliminating one “keystone” species (starfish) can cause the ecosystem to collapse.
These rules suggest adding edges might enhance the robustness of the ecological network, but it
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is not the full story. Fig. 4b is made by adding 22 bi-directional (green) edges to Fig. 4a, adding
edges throughout the network, but the resulting network, Fig. 4b is not yet robust. Our theory
suggests where the edges must be added to make a system robust.
Write B for the set of blue nodes and B→ the red nodes. Since #(B) = 12 and #(B→) = 6, B
is a 6-bottleneck so the graph cannot be robust. At least six forward edges starting in B and not
ending in B→ must be added before the reduced graph is robust.
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
31 32 33 34
41 42 43 44 45 46 47
✗✗✗✗✗✗
(a)
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
31 32 33 34
41 42 43 44 45 46 47
✗✗✗✗✗✗
(b)
Figure 4: A bottleneck makes a network fragile. The six X ’s mean six species must
be eliminated before it becomes robust – unless carefully chosen edges are added. (a): This
graph is reproduced from Fig. 1 of Sole´ et al. [33] (b): Let B denote the 12 nodes shaded
blue. Then the forward nodes B→ consists of 6 nodes shaded red. Hence B is a 6-species
bottleneck. At least six edges that increase the set B→ must be added to make the graph
robust. 22 bi-directional edges have been added, shown in green, adding at least one edge to
every node, and edges between every pair of layers, and edges within each layer except the
lowest. These make no difference to the robustness. B is still a 6-species bottleneck.
Fig. 3d is representing interactions between species in four different trophic levels. In this figure
each blue node species on each level is connected only to the species in the adjacent trophic level,
though some edges connect reds to reds. Let N1, N2, N3, N4 denote the number of species in each
of these “trophic” levels, listing from the bottom to the top. This type of “trophic” graph cannot
be cycle coverable unless the total number of species in the odd-numbered levels, Nodd = N1+N3,
equals the total of species in the even-numbered levels, Neven. Otherwise, let B consist of all the
species either in the odd-numbered layers or in the even-numbered layers, whichever is numerically
greater. Then B is the bottle of a bottleneck, and B→ is the neck. Here it consists of the remaining
species. Here Nodd = 8 > Neven = 5, so by our Bottleneck Lemma at least 3 edges must be added.
There are other requirements too, which we leave to the reader to discover, such as if N1 > N2,
then the graph is not cycle coverable
In biological networks often the densities of some species are dependent on an intermediate
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species, which often modelers incorporate the intermediate variable implicitly. For example consider
the structured equations given in Fig. 5a. These steady state equations demonstrate that the
densities of species x3 and species x4 both depend on total number of x1 + x2. The structure
graph given in Fig. 5a is not robust even though the graph is cycle coverable. This type of implicit
structure is not supported by our theory. Hence, when we introduce an intermediate species, we
first rewrite the explicit structure by introducing a new variable and we are forced to add a new
constant c5. For example, in Fig. 5b we add the variable x5 = x1 + x2 and the constant, c5. The
structure graph in Fig. 5b is not cycle coverable and it agrees by our theory that reports the given
structured equation in Fig. 5b does not have a robust solution.
f1(x3) = c1
f2(x4) = c2
f3(x1 + x2) = c3
f4(x1 + x2) = c4 1 2
3 4
✓
(a)
f1(x3) = c1
f2(x4) = c2
f3(x5) = c3
f4(x5) = c4
f5(x1, x2, x5) = c5 1 2
3 4
5
✗
(b)
Figure 5: An example with a forbidden implicit structure. Suppose we want to
consider only equations of the form in (a). Its structure graph is loop coverable, but there
are no robust solutions since we have two equations that involve a function (x1 + x2) that
occurs more than once. Such a restriction is not allowed in our formulation of structured
systems. Here x1 + x2 is over-determined since it must satisfy 2 equations. There cannot be
a robust solution for almost any choice of f3 and f4. If the c3 and c4 equations are satisfied, a
small change in either constant results in no solutions for almost any choice of f3 and f4. We
convert the system in (a) into an (explicit) structured system in (b) by adding the variable
x5 and an extra equation, x1 + x2 − x5 = c5. This requires the addition of the constant, c5.
In (b) there is a bottleneck so there are no robust solutions. Nodes 1,2,3, and 4 constitute a
(forward) bottle of a 1-bottleneck. The forward minimax bottle however consists of nodes 1
and 2. Nodes 3 and 4 are a backward minimax bottle. This example was motivated by the
systems [5].
Discussion
A wide part of literature has been devoted to analyze stability of solutions and structural stability.
For instance ecologist Richard Levins in [1] uses graph theoretical approach to give a criterion for
stability of a structure. However, there is no general criterion for existence of solutions, and before
discussing under what conditions stability of solutions will be robust to perturbations, one need to
know if there is a solution to a system, and if existence is a structural property of the system, i.e.
solutions would persist despite tiny changes in the structure. The results of this paper is on the
existence and robustness of existence of solutions.
We say a system of structured equations is linearly robust if the structure matrix associated by
that has nonzero determinant. One lesson to be learned from this would be even though the change
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in the order of equations changes the graph dramatically, but its rank does not change and whether
the graph is robust does not change. An alternative to our use of the determinant of structure
matrix would be to use the “permanent” of a matrix. If the structure matrix of a graph has only 0
and 1 entries, the graph is cycle coverable if and only if the “permanent” of the matrix is nonzero.
Using different terminology, Yorke and Anderson [35] introduced the robustness criterion of
whether a network’s graph is cycle coverable. It was similarly based on the terms in a determinant
of a matrix M , but only for the case where F (X) =MX and M is an anti-symmetric matrix.
Our cycle covering Thm. 1 determines the structures that can have robust solutions. According
to our result if a structure graph is cycle coverable then almost every C1 function that respect
that graph has a robust solution. In other words our result states that robustness is a prevalent
property in the space of all C1 functions that respect a graph. The result are also true for all the
piecewise smooth functions.
In addition, we showed that a fragile structure has almost no solutions. Our Bottleneck Lemma
shows when a structure is fragile there may exist some bottleneck subsets of nodes. But one of
them is unique. We call it the minimax bottleneck.
Given a fragile graph G. Show the set of all the nodes of graph G by A. The set A cannot be the
bottle of a bottleneck. Because, according to our assumptions only restrictions in which every node
has an incoming edge and an outgoing edge is allowed. Hence, A→ = A. Thus we always need a
method for finding the bottle of the bottleneck in a given fragile graph. Our Thm. 2 gives a easy to
code approach to find the bottleneck. Another highlight of Thm. 2 is that the located bottleneck is
the minimax bottle, meaning it is a Null(G)-bottleneck, where Null(G) is the dimension of the null
space of the structure matrix associated with the graph. The ideas here can be applied anywhere
there are equations and robust solutions are desirable, including problems such as equilibria of
dynamical systems, but the ecologists’ use of graphs makes it particularly applicable to ecology.
We believe that our results will provide both ecologists and students with a better understanding
of the stability of ecosystems, of which robust equilibria are a prerequisite. Their application might
be broad. They could even be used in high school algebra as a criterion for determining if a sparse
system of linear (or higher order) equations can have a robust steady state.
Appendix
Sard’s Theorem and More
Sard’s Theorem [36]. Assume F : RN → RN
′
is Cm where m ≥ 1 + N − N ′ if N > N ′ and
otherwise m = 1. For almost every C, whenever F (X) = C, DF (X) has full rank.
We apply the following three special cases or consequences in different situations. The first two
only require that F is C1. For our third, we include the Implicit Function Theorem.
Describing solutions. Assume F : RN → RN
′
is Cm where m ≥ 1 + N − N ′ if N > N ′ and
otherwise m = 1 . We will use the following results.
(SI) Assume N = N
′. Then for almost every C ∈ RN , whenever X satisfies F (X) = C, F is
linearly robust at X.
(SII) Assume N < N
′. Then F (RN ) has measure 0 in RN
′
. Hence for almost every C ∈ RN
′
, there
are no solutions of F (X) = C.
(SIII) Assume N > N
′. For almost every C ∈ RN
′
, the set of X satisfying F (X) = C is empty or
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is a smooth surface of dimension N −N ′.
Cases (SI) and (SIII) are implied by Sard’s Theorem while (SII) is a lemma used in proving
Sard’s Theorem. The Implicit Function Theorem is used with Sard’s Theorem to prove (SIII). Note
that Sard’s Theorem says only that for almost each C, if a solution exists, it is linearly robust.
Sard’s Theorem implies that if F is robust at X, then arbitrarily close to X there are points X ′ at
which F is linearly robust.
Cycle coverable, the linear case
A proof for following Lemma can be found in [10], but for convenience of the reader we prove it
here.
Lemma. A graph is cycle coverable if and only if its structure matrix is nonsingular.
Proof. Consider the graph G is given. denote its structure matrix by S. First we will prove is
S is nonsingular, then G is cycle coverable.
detS is the sum of the products of N terms, each of the form
± s1,pi(1) × s2,pi(2) × . . .× sN,pi(N), (9)
where pi is a permutation of the numbers 1, . . . , N , i.e., Hence, detA 6= 0 implies that at least
one such product is non zero, so we can assume s1,pi(1) × s2,pi(2) × . . . × sN,pi(N) is such a non-zero
term. Therefore, in this product si,pi(i) 6= 0 for every i. The N edges pi(i) → i together form a
cycle covering of the graph. Specifically, we can follow the edges 1 → pi(1) → pi
(
pi(1)
)
. . . until
encountering an n for which pin(1) = 1, yielding a cycle. Here 1 ≤ n ≤ N .
If n < N , the remaining integers from 1 to N that are not in this cycle are in other such
cycles. Consequently, the product s1,pi(1) × s2,pi(2) × . . .× sN,pi(N) corresponds to and specifies a set
of pairwise disjoint cycles in G that includes all nodes 1, 2, . . . , N . As a result, the graph G is cycle
coverable.
Now assume G is cycle coverable, we will prove S is nonsingular. Suppose a graph G with N
nodes has a cycle covering. Since all the nodes are covered, for each node i, there is a unique j
(which we will denote by pi(i)) for which the edge j → i is in one of the cycles in the cover. For
such a pair i and j, we set si,j = si,pi(i) = 1. For every other pair (i, j), if there is no edge from
node j to node i in the graph, set mi,j = 0, but if j → i is an edge in the graph but not in any
of the chosen cycles, set mi,j = ±ε, for some fixed ε. Then the determinant will have exactly one
term of the form (9) where all of the si,pi(i) are ±1, so the term is ±1.
For ε = 0, detM = ±1. Since S depends continuously on ε, for ε sufficiently small but non-zero,
detS 6= 0.
Proof of part (II) of Theorem 1.
Assume the graph G is not cycle coverable. Then according to our Bottleneck lemma, for some
k ≥ 1, there exists a backward k-bottleneck B such that B has k more nodes that B←. Let us
assume that B← has n nodes, so there would be a subset of structured equations such that
fjm(xi1 , . . . , xin) = cjm ; m = 1, . . . , n+ k. (10)
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Define FB = (fj1 , . . . , fjn+k). Then F
B is a C1 map from an n-dimensional space to an n + k-
dimensional space. Hence FB(Rk) has measure 0 in Rn+k. Therefore, for almost every choice of
(cj1 , . . . , cjn+k) ∈ R
n+k, there are no solutions of Eq. 10. Hence for almost all C ∈ Rn+k, there are
no solutions of F (X) = C.
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